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Fire cannot kill a dragon. These unique Game of Thrones gifts are the next best thing. Inspired
by the sigil from the award-winning television series Game of Thrones, this official book
contains a full-sized 3D House Tragaryen Dragon mask and wall mount. Assemble it yourself
from the beautifully illustrated push-out pieces, then wear it, mount it on the wall, or simply
admire it. And remember the House Targaryen motto: "Fire and Blood."
Based on the characters from the smash hit Skylanders video games, Stump Smash Crosses
the Bone Dragon is the sixth installment of the exciting and hilarious Mask of Power series.
The Giggling Forest has been reduced to tears, the Skylanders have been double-crossed and
Master Eon has been kidnapped! Step forward Stump Smash to head into battle - against one
seriously angry dragon!
Goku goes west! His grand adventure begins anew as his martial arts master tells him to travel
the world to increase his power. But what will happen when this naïve boy enters the real world
and meets people who want to harm him? Will he be able to find his grandpa's 4-Star dragon
ball, or will the villainous Red Ribbon Army get to it first?! In Dragon Ball Culture Volume 4,
you'll discover the origin of the Red Ribbon Army in Western cinema. You'll see how author
Akira Toriyama brings Western concepts into his Eastern world and fuses them together,
creating the Dragon World that we know and love. And you’ll learn how monster movies,
witches, and magical dragons mix together to tell a story about a young boy with a dream of
becoming stronger. Volume 4 explores Chapters 54 to 112 of the Dragon Ball manga. So let's
hop on our magic cloud and head west with Goku!
A BOY AND HIS DEMON Ben Carter, pet care specialist, is hired to walk a Shiba Inu named
Toby. Unbeknownst to Ben, Toby is no ordinary dog but an “inugami” - an immortal demon
born in feudal Japan and bred for only one purpose...murder. A mysterious cult seeks to
capture the inugami and harness its power for evil. With the help of an elderly luchador and a
cop with a heart of gold, Ben must protect Toby and uncover the secret of the Tengu before
the cultists can unleash the beast and the bloodlust claims the inugami once more.
"The Giggling Forest has been reduced to tears, Master Eon has been kidnapped, and a
sudden betrayal has set the Skylanders several steps backward! It's up to Stump Smash to
lead the charge against the Bone Dragon in order to set things right."--Back cover.
This whimsical and colourful book will open up conversation with the young children in your life
on why people are using face masks. It inspires children to use their imagination when they
wear masks and when they need to stay home to play. With a light hearted touch and original
art work, this book can make children more comfortable with the changes we are experiencing
during Covid-19.
Pretending to be a fairy, pirate, dragon, or cat is easy when you have a mask to wear! But cool
costume pieces are often expensive or don’t look very nice. In this book, readers follow stepby-step instructions to make their own creative masks, including fun glasses and a carnival
mask. The steps in each project are complemented by colorful photographs that guide readers
through any techniques that are new to them. Many of the projects can be individualized by
colors and styles, sure to spark any reader’s crafty creativity!

Ed Greenwood, who is synonymous with the Forgotten Realms, leads readers
through a story that combines the rollicking fantasy adventure for which he is
famous with a murder mystery-thriller. THAT'S WHAT, FOUR LORDS DEAD?
Revealed in death to have been Masked Lords, three more citizens had been
murdered over the preceding day and night: the Sembian wine-seller and
collector Oszbur Malankar; the half-elf sorceress and artisan Dathanscza Meiril;
and the moneylender, landlord, and investor Ammasker Gwelt. All of Waterdeep
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now knew someone was killing the Lords of Waterdeep, one by one. Yet that was
about where truth ended and speculation--however plausible--began. The
broadsheets were full of wild conjecture. Who's behind this? The ousted Lord
Neverember? The Zhentarim, the Cult of the Dragon or some other Outland
Power? The Xanathar? Some cabal of guilds or nobles planning a coup? The
rumors would rage on, whether the Open Lord Laeral Silverhand did something
or not. That was the trouble with rumors; once loosed, they roamed free like
snarling, untamed beasts, with no simple way of stopping them. And all rumors
aside, Waterdeep has become . . . A CITY OF MURDERERS!"
The Silicon Dragon is a systematic study of the growth of high-tech giants in the
Greater China Region, depicting the success story of the microelectronics
industry in Taiwan. Literature and studies on Taiwan s success are surprisingly
limited, and this book aims to fill this gap, addressing questions such as: How
has Taiwan achieved such an outstanding performance in the information
industry? How did Taiwan obtain and maintain its competitive advantage? What
was the secret of success? What role did the government and manufacturers
play during the development process? What insights can newcomers gain from
these achievements? The book examines the government policies that acted as
catalysts to the growth of high-tech industries in Taiwan, along with the roles of
high-tech incubators and government-administered science parks. The authors
provide case studies of high profile companies including Acer, Philips
Semiconductors and Macronix International, and interviews with key decision
makers to highlight the corporate strategies adopted in response to government
policies and global commercial demand. Finally, insightful narratives on the birth
and growth of a government-fostered strategic industry are provided, as is a
synopsis of the Asian contribution to the evolution of the global microelectronics
development. This book will strongly appeal to academics, researchers and
students with an interest in engineering, technology and business management.
Business managers and government officials will also find much to interest them
in this book.
Bookwise is a carefully graded reading scheme organized into five crosscurricular strands, encouraging links to other subjects. Comprising 16 fiction and
ten non-fiction titles, the 25 books at each level span a two-year reading age and
the three-tier levelling system within each level facilitates an accurate match of
reading ability and text. The full-colour readers are accompanied by teacher's
guides and resource sheets to help teachers get the most out of their guided
reading and writing sessions.
The histories of Old Earth record that in the Year of Our Lord 778,
Charlemagne’s rearguard under the command of Count Roland of the Breton
March was ambushed and slain to a man. But Roland and his men were drawn
through a magical gate, to a new and strange world of magic and deadly
creatures. A world where every man, no matter what his estate or rank, no matter
how poor or common or rich and influential, was born with the power of magic.
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But the magic of this world carries a deadly curse, and the price for abusing its
power is ruinous. This, then, is the story of the kingdom they built, and the knight
who would decide its fate.
Based on the Shunned short story series. Shy makes a decision about the
dragon she had been hunting and that decision takes her far away from her
home and into danger. Read the first book Shunned: Dragon's Cord #1 for
"FREE". Shunned: Dragon's Cord series: #1 The Metal Veil And Weeping Sword
Named Tear #2 Band Of Dragons
Ridmark Arban is the Gray Knight, and he leads the battle against the powerful
and deadly Frostborn. But the Frostborn are winning, and without allies, the men
of Andomhaim have no hope of victory. The power of the dwarves of Khald
Tormen might turn the balance, but the dwarves face their own ancient enemy.
And that ancient enemy has plans of his own for Ridmark...
MAZAEL CRAVENLOCK is the last of the Demonsouled, and has defeated every
enemy who ever challenged him. Yet in the sinister Prophetess of Marazadra, he
faces a subtle foe unlike any other adversary. And unless Mazael's masters the
Prophetess's deadly game, the dark goddess Marazadra will rise in blood and
terror...
Having a pet dragon is really fun and you can teach him to do lots of cool things... But
how do you teach your dragon to wear a mask to help prevent the thread of germs and
viruses during the pandemic? Get this book now and learn with Diggory Doo the dragon
why wearing masks are important during this time! This is a fun and important book for
parents and educators to reinforce the importance of wearing masks, and to teach kids
to wear a mask in a fun and playful way! GET THIS BOOK NOW!
One FaceTwo MenAnd A Secret That Could Destroy An EmpireAt the dawn of the Ming
Dynasty, the emperor will do anything to ensure the future of his empire. Building the
Forbidden City in fulfillment of his father's dreams is only the beginning. But few people
share the emperor's vision. When a consort's betrayal has devastating consequences
that rock the imperial court, the emperor discovers that the fight for the dragon throne
has only begun.
Elegantly written and meticulously researched, this book offers a major new
interpretation of the Ku Klux Klan in America, placing the organization in its context of
class and gender as well as race and religion.
Soccer mom and demon fighter Barbara Everette is back in an intricately interwoven
monster noir thriller, the sequel to bestselling Princess of Wands. Barbara Everette has
a problem. It seems Janea, Barbara•s assistant and the Foundation for Love and
Universal Faith•s best operative, has been thrown into a coma by some very nasty
magic she•s stirred up. Barbara must track down the perpetrators and break the spell
or Janea•s soul will be forever lost on the astral plane. Oh, and if she can•t break the
spell, zombies will destroy all mankind. Meanwhile, Janea, a high-dollar call girl,
stripper and High Priestess of Freya when she isn•t fighting demons, must contend with
a spiritual journey of her own. Where to locate one•s true inner essence? At a science
fiction convention, of course. But when rescuers pursue Janea into her vision of a
geeky alternate reality, we find this is one science fiction convention where the Guest of
Honor could turn out to be Death Himself. At the publisher's request, this title is sold
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without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Game of Thrones Mask: House Targaryen DragonBantam
Fire breathing dragon mask that bands around head.
Zombies, werewolves and chainsaw-wielding maniacs are tried-and-true staples of
horror films. But none can match the visceral dread evoked by a child with an innocent
face and a diabolical stare. Cinema’s evil children attack our cherished ideas of
innocence and our innocent bystander status as the audience. A good horror film is a
scary ride—a “devil child” movie is a guilt trip. This book examines 24 international
films—with discussions of another 100—that in effect “indict” viewers for crimes of child
abuse and abandonment, greed, social and ecological negligence, and political and war
crimes, and for persistent denial of responsibility for them all. For 75 years evil children
have ritually rebuked audiences and, in playing on our guilt, established a horror
subgenre that might be described as a blood-spattered rampage on an ethical mission.
This book is a pioneering work on a key iconographic motif, that of the dragon. It examines the
perception of this complex, multifaceted motif within the overall intellectual and visual universe
of the medieval Irano-Turkish world. Using a broadly comparative approach, the author
explores the ever-shifting semantics of the dragon motif as it emerges in neighbouring Muslim
and non-Muslim cultures. The book will be of particular interest to those concerned with the
relationship between the pre-Islamic, Islamic and Eastern Christian (especially Armenian)
world. The study is fully illustrated, with 209 (b/w and full colour) plates, many of previously
unpublished material. Illustrations include photographs of architectural structures visited by the
author, as well as a vast collection of artefacts, all of which are described and discussed in
detail with inscription readings, historical data and textual sources.
Stump Smash to the rescue! Stump Smash Crosses the Bone Dragon is the sixth book in the
ongoing Mask of Power series of illustrated original novels set in the Skylanders universe.
These all-new stories feature favorite characters from all the Skylanders video games. In this
installment, Stump Smash must lead the Skylanders on a journey that begins in the Giggling
Forest and ends with a terrifying battle against an angry dragon.
Caillou learns all about Chinese New Year with his friend Sarah. Includes a cutout dragon
mask!
This stunning yet practical book explores the creative and educational potential of masks as a
means of communication.
Deep down, Mala always knew they were different from the other children of Zambo. But it is
not until they are visited by Sidapa, the Deity of Death, that they learn why. Siblings Mala and
Salem have more potential than meets the eye. As Mala finds themselves a part of an ancient
prophecy, Salem must decide if he should follow his dream of becoming a defender of Zambo.
They travel together to Isla Sirena where they find that mythical beasts have come to life! Mala
learns that they must find the Mask of Gold before the dragon-like Bakunawa devours the
moon by the next Lunar Eclipse and leaves the entire world in total destruction. Mala & the
Mask of Gold is a character-driven, coming-of-age novel that explores siblinghood, identity,
and Filipinx mythology. This book will transport you to a magical realm where mythical
creatures are real and danger lurks around every corner.
Carlton Books and HBO present the GAME OF THRONES - THE OFFICIAL 3D MASK &
WALL MOUNT BOOKS. Each book contains everything you need to make your own 3D paper
inspired by the great houses of Westeros in Game of Thrones. House Lannister Lion House
Targaryen Dragon House Stark Direwolf White Walker Each mask is a stylish, 3D, geometric
representation of the iconic symbols from the hugely popular television series. Once
assembled, fully covers the face and head. These impressive masks can be worn, used as an
excellent addition to your fancy dress, or can be displayed on the wall as a cool, sculptural
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work of art. Each book contains key information about the figure or character, including house
words and historical reference. Full instructions are included on how to assemble your Lion,
Dragon, Direwolf or fearsome White Walker.
Fantasirollespil.

The Dragon Riders of Berk are back in a fire-breathing, leather-clad, coming of
age adventure! From the studio that brought you How to Train Your Dragon
comes How to Train Your Dragon 2, the next instalment in the smash-hit movie
franchise about a group of dragon-riding Vikings. Once a misunderstood misfit,
Hiccup earned the admiration of his village when he befriended a deadly Night
Fury and changed the way of life in Berk forever. Five years later, he might be a
dragon-riding hero, but Hiccup and his dad still don't see eye-to-eye. While Stoick
is preoccupied with grooming his son to be the next Village Chief, Hiccup has
other ideas. Always the opposite of his father, Hiccup spends his days away from
village responsibilities exploring the world that has opened up to him now that he
can fly. But when he stumbles across an old enemy of Berk he will have to step
up and lead the Vikings in an epic battle to save their way of life - and their
dragons! To complicate things further, Hiccup discovers a long-lost relative and a
big new breed of dragon. This will be one fiery adventure! Coming to cinemas in
Australia - June 2014.
When a princess who behaves like a dragon meets a dragon who wants to be a
princess, the unexpected happens.
"When evil arises from the bowels of the Earth, a community experiences the
stain of innocent bloodshed and corruption. A farmer, Buster Troye, is called to
warn the people of the town. Can this simple farmer defeat evil with no wealth or
resources? Is his genealogy his strength or the foundations of the evil?"-Copyright: 03ffe371466b612e8967f866b1aeed0d
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